Location/Area Affected
7738 – French Science Center
Entire building

Date/Time
June 18, 2016
8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m.

Equipment/Service
Steam shutdown

Description
The Facilities Management Department will shut down the building steam to make modifications to low pressure condensate return piping. There will be no domestic hot water, or building heat. Steam driven equipment (autoclaves, washer, etc.) will also be out of service during this shutdown. This is in support of the FFSC Condensate Heat Recovery Project in an effort to conserve energy at this facility. We apologize for the inconvenience.

If you have any questions, please contact: Alphonso Alonzo at 919-660-1488
alphonso.alonzo@duke.edu

Thank you for supporting the progress at Duke University
Customer Service Center 919-684-2122